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Marla MC Dowell, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.There are 12 stories which pertain to living
your life in the Hip, Slick and Cool environment of using foul language, being disrespectful, lying,
cheating, gang banging, gambling, drug use, drug dealing, pimping, whoring, abuse, revenge, etc.,
which are all concepts of evil. Everyone at one time in their lives wants to be Hip, Slick and Cool.
Most of us straddle the fence between good and evil, right and wrong. The book entails how we as
human spirits fight between the two which is the concept of Spiritual Warfare. How to fight the
temptations of the evil one, who has access to your mind and how to recognize when he is filling it
with anger, negativity and foolish thoughts? It emphasizes that God has all power and that the
more you rely on him, the less temptations you will receive from the evil one. Some of us eventually
turn our lives over to God, by becoming humble, kind, respectful, generous, compassionate and
loving. God gave all his children Free Will, meaning you have the power to...
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Very useful to all of category of people. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to go through once more again in the foreseeable
future. I realized this book from my i and dad advised this publication to find out.
-- Alta Kirlin-- Alta Kirlin

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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